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ABOUT THE PLAY 

The play As You Like It takes sibling rivalry to a whole new level. Set in America right before the turn of the 

century, two sets of brothers must learn how to forgive and forget, while cousins Rosalind and Celia learn that 

you don’t need to have the same parents to be sisters. Duke Senior has been banished to the forest by his 

younger brother, Duke Frederick. Despite questions of loyalty, Frederick allows his niece, Rosalind, to remain 

in court as a companion to Celia, Frederick’s daughter. Rosalind’s place becomes increasingly unstable, until 

she is banished from the court by her uncle, the Duke. Celia, unable to bear the thought of being separated 

from Rosalind, elects to go with her. So they flee, Rosalind under the disguise of the boy Ganymede, Celia as 

his sister Aliena, and the court fool Touchstone. Talk about family issues! 

 

Meanwhile, Orlando has been abused by his older brother, Oliver, ever since their father died. Poverty-

stricken and unable to pursue the education of a gentleman, Orlando tries his fortune at wrestling tournament, 

where he beats the famous Charles the Great and wins the heart of fair Rosalind. But his joy will be short 

lived, as he too must flee to the Forest in order to escape his jealous older brother. Duke Frederick, protective 

over his new power, sends a search party, along with Oliver, to find all that have fled. In the Forest, love and 

friendship blossom. Duke Senior becomes close with the philosophical Jacques. Orlando, after posting love 

poems on the trees, encounters Rosalind and Celia in disguise. Rosalind, who must keep pretending to be a 

boy, becomes best friends with Orlando. While trying to find Orlando, Oliver finds himself in danger, and is 

saved by his little brother.  By the end, it is the hope that all of the siblings will learn to love one another, and 

all will be right in the Forest of Arden.                
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ABOUT THE PLAYWRIGHT 

Shakespeare’s words and works are well known, deeply studied, 

and incredibly important to our culture. His personal life, however, 

is shrouded in speculation and mystery. Shakespeare was born on 

April 23, 1564, in Stratford-upon-Avon to John Shakespeare and 

Mary Arden. When he was still a very young man, he married Anne 

Hathaway, who was eight years his senior and most likely pregnant 

when they wed. Together they raised two daughters and one son, 

who died in boyhood.  

 

In 1585, he left his family in Stratford to pursue an acting 

apprenticeship in London. However, during the plague the theatres 

were closed, and this is supposedly when Shakespeare began 

writing. In 1594 he joined the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, the most 

famous of the court players. These men performed plays during the reign of Queen Elizabeth. During this time, 

Shakespeare would write more than thirty plays and 154 sonnets, most of which we still read and study to this 

day. Shakespeare wrote over 850, 000 words, and many of them—eyeball, downstairs, and zany, for 

example—were his own inventions.   

 

Very few of Shakespeare’s plays were published in quarto editions during his life. In 1623, several years 

after his death, a group of actors and friends published his works in the First Folio. The plays in this edition 

were most likely the ones you studied in school.  

 

After retiring from his life as an actor and playwright, Shakespeare only spent 4 years with his wife and 

children before his death in 1616. He is buried at Stratford Church in England.  
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ABOUT THE PRODUCTION:             

A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR  

As You Like It invites us to remind ourselves what it is 

that we like. What is really important to us? What 

are our priorities? What does success mean? The 

play opens in a town called “Court”—a status-

conscious place full of expectations that cause 

characters to behave in ways that hurt themselves 

and the people closest to them. Duke Frederick has 

thrown his brother out of town by force. Oliver 

spends his time and energy trying to prevent 

Orlando from growing and succeeding.  

Everyone is so busy comparing themselves to others and trying to attain more money and power that they 

don’t seem to notice that in being so hard on others, they are being hard on themselves. They forget what 

really makes us happy as human beings: loving relationships with friends and family. Life in town has become 

brutal. Shakespeare’s famous cross-dressing heroine, Rosalind, openly defies the expectations of Court life 

with her dear friend Celia. But that doesn’t mean she has nothing to learn. Escaping expectation and 

assumption in the Forest of Arden (which contains its own dangers) gives everyone a chance to reassess their 

priorities.  

We chose to situate these struggles in Gilded Age America, with its explosion of invention and advertising. 

The Victorian Age affords ample opportunity to explore Shakespeare’s send-up of both the “painted pomp” 

of civilized society and the romanticization of the natural world. Ultimately, finding out who you are and what 

you value cannot be determined by outside circumstances. You have to find the truth inside yourself. 

 

-Amy Budd 
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A BIT OF HISTORY: AMERICA IN THE 1890S 

Commonly referred to as the Gilded Age, this was a period in American history when great progress 

frequently masked incredible discontent. The West was completely settled, marking the end of the American 

Frontier. The wounds left by the Civil War were now merely scars in the landscape, and railroads covered 

these scars with tracks. Men like Andrew Carnegie were creating business monopolies, and while the rich 

prospered the poor starved. Immigrants came to America in the thousands, overcrowding cities and causing 

social strife. Ladies wore corsets and carried parasols even as the Women’s Suffrage Movement was making 

strides. This time was the beginning of modern America, and the transition came with lots of growing pains. 
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GENDER MATTERS IN AS YOU LIKE IT 

Gender is fluid in As You Like It. 

The main character, Rosalind, 

decides to put on boys clothes 

and pretend to be male. In 

Shakespeare’s day, clothing was 

directly indicative of an 

individual’s social status. 

Therefore, Rosalind putting on 

boy’s clothes made her male. In the play, clothes are direct symbols for gender, 

shown by when Rosalind says, “doublet and hose ought to show itself courageous 

to petticoats” (2.4.7). When she finds the man she loves in the forest, however, she 

has to become friends with him without blowing her cover. She is Rosalind, a girl, 

pretending to be Ganymede, a boy, who pretends to be Rosalind. Phoebe falls in 

love with Ganymede the boy (who is really Rosalind the woman), until it is 

revealed that Ganymede is, in fact, a girl. Meanwhile, Orlando tries to woo 

Ganymede pretending to be Rosalind (of course, she actually is Rosalind!). Talk 

about confusing!  

 

All this gender bending happens with references to classical mythology as well as 

historical events of Shakespeare’s day. Ganymede is a shepherd boy who was 

loved passionately by Zeus, and is frequently depicted as very effeminate. At the 

end of the play, Hymen the marriage god officiates the ceremony.  In classical 

mythology, Hymen through a sex change from male to female. Whereas Rosalind 

states that she wears men’s clothes yet retains a “woman’s heart,” Queen 

Elizabeth I expressed the opposite sentiment. She stated, “I know I have the body 

but of a weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart and stomach of a king.” 

With Elizabeth was in power, traditional gender roles were reconsidered, and 

Shakespeare’s play engages such issues.  

 

 

 

As You Like It 

debuted along with 

several other plays 

with a strong 

female lead, 

including Much Ado 

About Nothing and 

A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream. 

Since young 

adolescent boys 

played the women’s 

parts on the 

Shakespearean 

stage, some scholars 

think this is because 

Shakespeare had a 

favorite boy actor, 

and thus wrote 

parts specifically 

for him. This could 

be the same youth 

that inspired many 

of his sonnets as 

well. 

BOY ACTOR? 
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WHO’S WHO IN AS YOU LIKE IT 
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CREATING THE LOOK:  COSTUME DESIGN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The costumes for this production were inspired largely by images seen on Pinterest! From there, the costume 

designers worked to create a differentiation between life in the town and life in the forest, and make sure 

that the costumes wouldn’t be too hot for outdoor performance in the infamous Arkansas heat. The costumes in 

town would be mostly grey and very structured, with women in corsets and men in vests and ties. In the forest, 

costumes would be made from a fabric called rayon challis. This fabric is light, cool and flowing, depicting the 

ease and simplicity of life outside of town.  
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SETTING THE SCENE:  SCENIC DESIGN 

 

  

The set designers for this production of As You Like It had several challenges to overcome! For one, they had 

to create a design that could move between two very different settings: the town and the Forest of Arden. 

Because this is also a traveling production, they had to make sure these set pieces were lightweight and 

simple, so that they could easily be loaded up into vans and taken all over Arkansas. 

 

The vision that came out of these obstacles was really amazing! Advertisements from the 19th century were 

made into a collage and placed on very simple set pieces in order to show the town. These ads showed 

clothing and accessories that were very gender specific: corsets and gloves for ladies, suits and top hats for 

men.  This represents the moment when Rosalind changes into Ganymede to go into the forest, and therefore 

sheds her womanly clothes for those of a shepherd boy. To move into the forest, all that had to be done was 

to remove the advertisement art, revealing abstract forms of trees, shrubs and stumps. All the set pieces were 

built from wood and painted very meticulously. When you go see the show, check out the set design 

renderings in the lobby, then get ready to move into the magical, mythical Forest of Arden!  
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WHICH CHARACTER ARE YOU? 

1. What’s your favorite holiday?  
a. Halloween! I love to dress up as crazy things! 
b. Thanksgiving, because there is an abundance of food and family, and the naps afterwards are 

amazing! 
c. Sigh- Valentine’s Day.  
d. I don’t have a favorite holiday.  
e. April Fool’s Day! That’s when I get to bring out my best tricks!  

 

2. When you are alone, what do you like to do?  
a. I don’t really like being alone.  
b. I like to sleep. 
c. I like to write poetry.  
d. I like to sit and think. 
e. I like to wander around.  

 

3. Do you have siblings? Do you get along with them?  
a. I don’t have any siblings, but I have very close friends who make up for that.  
b. I count all the people I love as my siblings.  
c. I’m the youngest, and all my siblings are mean to me.  
d. If I do, I don’t really pay attention to them.  
e. I like to prank my siblings!  

 

4. Are you in love with someone?  
a. Yes! You can’t imagine how many fathoms deep I am in love! 
b. I like someone, but I’m not sure yet if I love them.  
c. I’m so in love, his or her frown could kill me!  
d. …I wouldn’t call it love… 
e. I have very fond memories of being in love with someone once. 

  

5. A friend is having a rough time. How do you cheer them up?  
a. I devise sport, and we play word games.  
b. I hug them and tell them to be merry!  
c. I’m the friend who is having a rough time.  
d. I try to cheer them up, but what I say normally makes them feel worse.  
e. I just act like a fool and make them laugh! 

 

 

Mostly A’s: You are Rosalind! 

You have a very strong sense of self, but that doesn’t mean that you don’t enjoy putting on different personas. 

You love a good adventure, and very rarely back down from the opportunity to try new things. Frequently, 

you get yourself into a pickle with your crazy schemes, but because you are kind, your friends always offer to 

help you out.  
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Mostly B’s: You are Celia! 

You may be quiet around strangers, but you are opinionated and outgoing with your friends. Most of the time, 

you are the only person in the room who will tell the whole truth. You are fiercely loyal and incredibly loving, 

but you are known to be impulsive as well. All in all, your best quality is your ability to make lifelong 

friendships.  

Mostly C’s: You are Orlando! 

You are a romantic. You love the idea of love, and fall into it whenever you can. You are also not afraid to 

take risks, and frequently surprise those who doubt you. Like Orlando, you have emotional ups and downs, but 

all you need to smile is to sit and talk with whomever you love.  

Mostly D’s: You are Jacques!  

You have quite the reputation! Everyone knows that you are very intelligent, and many come to you to gain 

wisdom and get advice. You like to be alone, to think and read, but you also appreciate your close friends. 

Sometimes thinking too much will make you sad, and in those moments it is so important to keep the people 

you love close.  

Mostly E’s: You are Touchstone!  

Class clown doesn’t even begin to describe you! Everything you say and do has people in stitches, and you 

love nothing more than to make others laugh! Sometimes you get too enthusiastic about your pranking, and 

therefore you have to be wary of causing others harm. But you always mean well, and your ability to make 

others smile will take you far!  
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BEFORE THE PLAY 

Z M K H W O R L A N D O D L O   

E Y C P N E D R A E E A E O N   

S H E P H E R D S N U R R V U   

A N L F F D N V O Z A G T E T   

D Q I M E R S T L E Q V I I T   

I Q A E O D S P P D R X L J Q   

S S R C D H G S A E E Z B W Y   

G U S U C N E L U M L E B R S   

U U K U H K R O W Y T N A O W   

I E O Y A L F X O N S W N S T   

S T X H N X H R W A E X I A V   

E B S M P R N P Z G R F S L B   

L J A C Q U E S S J W D H I O   

H Z Y A L E H I B E H P G N M   

U Y D F P U J M T C F K E D O   
 

SHAKESPEARE 

ROSALIND 

ORLANDO 

CELIA 

JACQUES 

DUKE 

SHEPHERD 

WRESTLER 

ARDEN 

TOUCHSTONE 

BANISH 

DEER 

SCORN 

LOVE 

GANYMEDE 

 

 DISGUISE 

 

 

 

.  
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THE FOREST OF ARDEN IS AN EXCITING, MYTHICAL PLACE. USE YOUR IMAGINATION, AND CREATE 

YOUR OWN FOREST OF ARDEN! 

 

 

  

THERE IS A LOT OF DOUBLING BOTH WRITTEN IN THE PLAY AND IN THIS PARTICULAR 

PRODUCTION. DOUBLING IS WHEN ONE ACTOR PLAYS MULTIPLE PARTS. SHAKESPEARE BUILT 

DOUBLING INTO THE PLAY—THE ACTOR PLAYS CELIA IS ALSO ALIENA, FOR EXAMPLE, AND 

ROSALIND IS ALSO GANYMEDE.  ADDITIONALLY, IN MANY PRODUCTIONS, AS IN THIS ONE, THE 

ACTOR WHO PLAYS DUKE FREDERICK ALSO PLAYS DUKE SENIOR. 
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AFTER THE PLAY 

1. Who was your favorite character? Why?  
 

 

2. Was all resolved in the end?  
 

 

 

 

3. Help Orlando find Rosalind.  
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ATTENDING A PLAY 

 Arrive to the theatre on time. 

 Visit the restroom before the performance begins. 

 Turn off your cell phone. 

 Pay attention to announcements that are made prior to many shows about the rules of the 

theater you are attending and the location of the fire exits. 

 Don't speak during the performance. 

 Do not take pictures during the performance. It can be very distracting to the actors and 
can cause a mishap. 

 Remain in your seat for the entire performance. If you must leave, exit during intermission. 
In an emergency, wait for an appropriate break in the show.  

 Do not eat or drink in the theater.  

 Do not put your feet up on the seats or balcony and do not kick the seat in front of you. 

 Don't put or throw anything on the stage. 

 Do laugh when the performance is funny. 

 Do applaud when the performance is over. 

 Stand and applaud if you really thought the show was great. 

 Do not whistle or scream out to the performers. 
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